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Details of Visit:

Author: John1971
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 2 Oct 2016 13:00
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 250
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.mistressanniestorm.com

The Premises:

Incall to rented basement dungeon. Clean with a good array of toys and bondage furniture.
Felt discrete and it was quiet - I don't think anyone else was around.

The Lady:

Dark brown hair, alabaster complexion with striking eyes.

Nice proportional hourglass curves, a 10 or 12 (I'd guess).

Has a “sexy girl next door” with an undercurrent of NYC sass vibe about her.

I found her very attractive. YMMV.

Wearing fetish wear and heels as requested.

The Story:

I’ve found my tastes veering toward kink in the last couple of years so was pleased when I came
across Annie’s website. Booked a BDSM session with her as Domme.

As I’m still a bit of a newbie on this front - I'm not into anything too intense so I emailed over what
I’m looking for (sensual and harsh basically) which was responded to in good time.

Annie seems experienced - asked my limits and if there was anything else she needed to know etc.

Comm’s and scheduling were straightforward so booked an hour session.

On arrival paperwork and safe words were sorted at which point Annie had me lay down on the
bondage table where she restrained and blindfolded me.

She started with the sensual domination. Whispering, light touches contrasted with the occasional
tweak. Then she climbed on top of me, teasing me as she got up to my face slowly (she still had her
thong on at this point). At this point she took off the blindfold and gave me a good smothering by
sitting on my face for a while.
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Annie said as I had been good that she’d remove her thong and sat on my face some more. She
reminded me as the Domme not to try oral on her but there was still a good amount of contact.

Eventually I was untied me and led over to the spanking bench where I was restrained again. As
she spanked me she I had to count each time.

Then she brought me over to the bondage chair and told me I had been very good and needed a
reward. She took her top off and again teased finishing off with a good OW happy ending.

Look forward to seeing again and expanding my BDSM experience some more.
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